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Do you feel exhausted all the time? Do you feel overstimulated and overwhelmed in crowded
places? Have you ever felt like something bad was about to happen right before it happened?
Do you feel like people don’t fully understand you?If any of these apply to you, then you might
be experiencing the symptoms of Empath overload...Most people keep bearing overwhelming
emotions and feel drained without knowing the root cause behind them. They are fearful of
overpowering emotions but don’t know the cause. You can overcome all these symptoms and
lead a socially healthy life through Empath Healing…In this book you’ll learn:The miracle of
Empath Healing and the changes it can bring in your lifeA complete understanding of the root
causes behind most of the problemsHow to deal with emotional triggersPractical ways to
handle addictions so that there's no relapseHow to deal with stress, fatigue, and
sleeplessnessKey insights about the causes behind relationship troubles and ways to find a
balance in relationshipsSelf-care tips for dealing with exhaustionWays to prevent the influence
of negative energies that are causing a drain on youPractical ways of energy cleansingWays to
keep yourself groundedGuided meditation to find calm and stabilityAnd so much more!Dealing
with emotions and emotional overload is very challenging for Empaths. Many Empaths live
their life dependent on various addictions and bad habits, and they don’t know the way out of
them. This book will teach you practical and actionable strategies to thrive in this world as an
Empath. Get this book and start your Empath Healing journey today!--- Grab your copy
of Empath Healing now! ---

About the AuthorNée en 1962 dans le Val-de-Marne, Valérie Lys est médecin biologiste et vit
dans les environs de Rennes depuis une vingtaine d'années. Elle y dirige un laboratoire
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Empath HealingBeginner’s Guide to Improve Your Empathy Skills, Increase Self-Esteem,
Protect Yourself From Energy Vampires, and Overcome Fears With Emotional
IntelligenceValery Blake© Copyright 2020 by Valery Blake. All right reserved.The work
contained herein has been produced with the intent to provide relevant knowledge and
information on the topic on the topic described in the title for entertainment purposes only.
While the author has gone to every extent to furnish up to date and true information, no claims
can be made as to its accuracy or validity as the author has made no claims to be an expert on
this topic. Notwithstanding, the reader is asked to do their own research and consult any
subject matter experts they deem necessary to ensure the quality and accuracy of the material
presented herein.This statement is legally binding as deemed by the Committee of Publishers
Association and the American Bar Association for the territory of the United States. Other
jurisdictions may apply their own legal statutes. Any reproduction, transmission or copying of
this material contained in this work without the express written consent of the copyright holder
shall be deemed as a copyright violation as per the current legislation in force on the date of
publishing and subsequent time thereafter. All additional works derived from this material may
be claimed by the holder of this copyright.The data, depictions, events, descriptions and all
other information forthwith are considered to be true, fair and accurate unless the work is
expressly described as a work of fiction. Regardless of the nature of this work, the Publisher is
exempt from any responsibility of actions taken by the reader in conjunction with this work. The
Publisher acknowledges that the reader acts of their own accord and releases the author and
Publisher of any responsibility for the observance of tips, advice, counsel, strategies and
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Adrenal FatigueWays to Counter Adrenal Fatigue, Sleeplessness, and StressSome Natural
RemediesOther Lifestyle Changes to Cope With StressChapter 8: Empaths and Relationships:
Learning to Strike a BalanceCommon Reasons Due to Which Empaths Struggle in
RelationshipsHow Empaths Sabotage Their RelationshipsBest Ways to Strike a Balance in
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Media a Miss, Whenever You CanLearn the Art of Time ManagementSet Healthy Personal
BoundariesSpend Time With NatureFocus on Alone TimeLimit Your Physical ContactChapter
11: Preventing Influence of Negative EnergiesEssential Tips to Prevent Negative Energy
InfluenceChapter 12: Energy CleansingChapter 13: Grounding Techniques for
EmpathsChapter 14: Guided Meditations for EmpathsGuided Meditation to Calm the Mind and
Release Overload of EmotionsConclusionIntroductionEmpaths can be the feelers and healers
in this world full of insensitivities. A world where most people never have the time to think
beyond themselves, empaths have a heart open for everyone. They have the potential to not
only feel the pain of others but also to help in it. Yet most remain constrained to fighting their
struggles, and a majority of them don’t win. This book will help you understand how empath
healing can become a potent tool to empower you as an empath to work for the betterment of
others without compromising your happiness and peace.Congratulations on purchasing this
book, and thank you for doing so.Empath healing is essential for any empath to function
effectively in public, as well as personal life. However, it remains mostly ignored due to a lack of
knowledge and awareness.Most empaths are either fully aware of their state or busy struggling
with the issues in their simple ways. The result is usually not good because they end up
secluding themselves or giving in to various addictions.Empath healing can help all empaths
get over their emotional overload, problems in dealing with relationships, utilization of their
gifts, and other such shortcomings.In this book, I have discussed various aspects of empath
healing that can help you in dealing with such issues.From difficulties in overcoming challenges
like overcoming overwhelming emotions to facing large gatherings and crowds, this book has
discussed every aspect of emotional overloading in detail.This book will also help you
understand the various stages of evolution of an empath and how you can use this information
to stay motivated. This book will help you in looking at it with a positive perspective and not
entirely as a challenge.This book is a comprehensive document designed to help you with
emotional triggers, relationship challenges, stress, fatigue, and exhaustion all caused due to
over absorption of emotions.It will not only tell you the ways but guide you in a step by step
manner in practicing those methods effectively.From tools for personal growth to meditation
and grounding techniques, this book has given every aspect its due space. This book is
straightforward and easy to understand so that everyone can take advantage of this
information.I hope that you will be able to get the full advantage of this book.There are plenty
of books on this subject on the market; thanks again for choosing this one! I have made every
effort to ensure it is full of as much useful information as possible; please enjoy it! Chapter 1:
Empath Healing- Why Is It Needed?Being an empath can be challenging. Consider the
challenges of being different in a homogenous world. It is easy to begin feeling lonely and
alienated. It can cause a lot of stress and anxiety.Empaths are also highly sensitive individuals
and get stimulated relatively faster. Irrespective of the fact whether it is an awakened or
unawakened empath, the absorption of energies, feelings, and emotion is very high. It can also
begin taking a toll on the health and overall performance of the empaths.Therefore, it is not
uncommon that, more often than not, many empaths find themselves restless, anxious,
drained, and disillusioned. Most empaths find it difficult even to cope up with the day to day
activities as effortlessly as other people in their surroundings can do.Empaths are different.
There are many things in which empaths are more potent than others. They are more sensitive,
and they also have higher intuitive abilities. Empaths can do several things that many people
can’t even dream of and aspire to do. In a nutshell, empaths are more complex and capable
than others.However, you also can’t ignore the fact that the more complex and powerful a
machine is, the more downtime it’ll face. The same is the case with empaths.Their high



sensitivities and porous nature, coupled with their inability to mix with people like others and
have an ordinary life, can easily have a profound impact on their performance and behavior.It
makes empath healing a vital subject whose importance every empath must
understand.Unfortunately, it is a fact that a very high percentage of empaths don’t even
acknowledge or realize what they are. The minute portion of empaths that have recognized
their state and realized their powers tend to overuse them. All these can lead to several issues
that may cause severe degradation in their day to day functioning as well as have a profound
impact on their mental health.As I have already mentioned and you may have the realization
that being an empath isn’t easy. It is a path on which you have to walk alone. There may be
minimal support and understanding that you may get from others, and there are several
struggles that you face every waking moment of your life.These can leave you feeling
exasperated, drained, sad, and lonely. All this makes empath healing all the more critical.Some
of the things that you might experience in your everyday lives are:Why You May Be in Urgent
Need of Empath HealingWaking Up Exhausted In the MorningIt is one of the most common
problems that empaths usually face. Sleeping on time is always a challenging task for empaths.
It has nothing to do with the fact that you are an awakened empath or the one unbeknownst of
your state. A lot is always simmering in the conscious and subconscious mind of an empath.
Having control over thoughts or disassociating from them can be challenging. That is a reason
sleep is always playing hide and seek.Mental calm is the first requirement for a night of sound
sleep, and that is a tough thing for an empath. Even smaller incidents have such a profound
impact on the minds of empaths that calm is always elusive. It is something only an empath
can understand, and the rest of the world never be able to come to terms with it.A cloudy mind
can also lead to anxieties and restlessness even while you are sleeping. Even as a result of
this, you might wake up feeling exhausted in the morning.In general, it has become a fashion to
brag about being a night owl. People like to party all night, and yet they don’t feel that kind of
strain and exhaustion in the morning. The reason is simple. While they might be bearing
physical exhaustion, their minds aren’t full of stress, anxiety, and negative emotions. They can
make up for the loss of sleep with a few hours of sound sleep.At the same time, an empath
may keep tossing and turning in the bed without an iota of sleep in the eyes. There is always a
storm of thoughts in mind.As I said, this is a common problem in empaths of all kinds, and it
isn’t a problem you can take lightly. It can affect your performance in personal as well as
professional lives.Empath healing can help you in settling the storm of clouds in your mind, and
you can have the rest that helps you in waking up energetic in the morning.With the help of
empathic healing, you’ll not only be able to feel energetic, but there will also be higher
productivity and positivity. You’ll not get burdened by any challenge coming your way and will
have the energy to face the challenges with an open mind.A Nagging Fear of Something
AmissIt is a problem particular to empaths. The biggest drawback of being highly intuitive is
that it can get hard to quell fears that may not have a form yet.Almost every empath would
agree to the fact that there have been times they seriously felt that something wrong was about
to happen. As an empath, you can’t ignore such fears. You have high intuitive powers, and such
feelings usually have a meaning.However, most empaths fail to come to terms with the fact that
the nagging fear of something wrong about to happen can be due to several other reasons.%Ï
Most empaths tend to overthink things. Even in general, if you begin to overthink something,
the mind would ultimately divert you towards a depressing or fearful conclusion. It is a part of
the survival instinct that has made us draw the worst-case scenarios in everything. The more
you live in your mind, the higher would be the chances of reaching fearful conclusions. The
problem with empaths is that they are living in their minds most of the time, and that’s why



there can be nagging fears of something wrong about to happen when there is no real danger
nearby.%Ï The body needs to be in a rested and calm state to have positive thoughts. However,
as we have discussed this even in the previous point, calm and sleep are usually evasive of
empaths. Exhaustion and exasperation can also lead to fear and anxious thoughts that can fill
an empath with fear and dread.%Ï Empaths need very high energy levels within themselves to
work efficiently. Nobody loses energy faster than an empath. If an empath isn’t getting enough
rest and sleep, there will be no replenishment of energy. Fear and dread can also lead to
negative energy. In such a case, if an empath finds himself/herself crowded by negative
people, it can make an empath less enthusiastic about helping people around. This lack of
enthusiasm can also lead to the nagging fear of something going amiss.Irrespective of the
cause, this is a sign that the energy levels in the empath are diminishing. Empath healing
becomes a must for an empath in such a scenario.You must also understand that there will be
no formal communication to you about healing from within. It is something that you must
recognize. Every empath may have different healing needs. Someone living and working in a
stressful environment may need healing frequently; at the same time, an empath living in
seclusion or a monetary may not need healing very often.Unreasonable fears are signs that
something is going amiss. As an empath, you must acknowledge these signs and pay attention
to your energy healing.Having Mind Fog or Episodes of Absent MindednessIt is another
significant sign that every empath must never ignore. You can accuse an empath of several
things, but lack of attention to something is not one among them for sure. Empaths are not only
attentive to things they can see but also to things they can’t.However, there will be times when
an empath would find it excessively difficult to focus on things. There would be a lot of mental
fog. You’d find yourself lost in thought even when people are talking to you or vying for your
attention. You may find it increasingly hard to focus on current issues, and your mind will begin
to remain engaged in thoughts you may not recognize.In this condition, you may also begin to
feel out of sync with the things currently taking place. It isn’t a hypothetical scenario but some
of the most common things that an empath experiences in everyday life.High sensitivities,
better cognitive abilities, and intuitiveness are the trademarks of most empaths. Mental fog and
absent-mindedness are clear signs that an empath is struggling with calm and balance.Empath
healing is a must in such circumstances. Healing for an empath is not a luxury or treat but a
necessity. Without recovery, an empath may begin to feel drained, exhausted, and
unenthusiastic. It may also push an empath to seek other methods of numbing pain and stress.
Addictions become a real possibility for empaths in such circumstances.Increasing Annoyance
From People AroundAn empath is a person who has a weeping heart for everyone. An empath
will heal anyone who comes near. There is an indiscriminate distribution of positive energy to
the people in the vicinity. However, you can’t help but feel annoyed when you begin to get a
sense that people around you are an excessive drain on your energy levels. The people who
don’t need your positive energy, but they are filling you up with negative energy leading to
faster depletion of your energy levels.It happens with empaths very often in competitive work
environments with a lot of toxic people around. You may even experience that when you are
among friends and acquaintances with negative energies.Such people keep on exciting and
stimulating empaths, and massive energy loss takes place. It can have a profound impact on
the general character and attitude of an empath.An empath has a general character of helping
people around. However, the excessive influence of such people may lead to a false sense of
disillusionment and apathy towards others, in general.An empath may begin to feel surrounded
by such people and may start to avoid helping others. In reality, an empath may not be in a
position to help. Such people can drain all positive energy.Empath healing is the only way



empaths can begin to feel normal.You must understand that helping others isn’t a choice for an
empath but a part of the character. If the state of annoyance continues for long, it can push
empaths towards additions.Frequent Emotional OutburstsIt isn’t uncommon for empaths to feel
sorrow, pain, and grief of others. However, they also have a mechanism to let these emotions
pass away. They aren’t strangers to the phenomenon of emotions sweeping over them out of
the blue like a bolt of lightning. But, over time, empaths get used to such instances and develop
some endurance.However, if you have started feeling stressed, anxious, and overwhelmed all
too often and a bit too much, it can be a cause of concern. If you have begun to break down
too often and there are instances when you start to cry in public or become angry out of the
blue, you must become cautious. These are signs of low energy levels. You will need energy
healing immediately.Public emotional outbursts for empaths is not a regular occurrence. If that
has begun to take place all too very often, you must seek empath healing for the replenishment
of your energy levels. Centering the mind and grounding yourself is very important in such
circumstances.Empath healing doesn’t take much effort, and it is a necessity. An empath,
irrespective of his/her role in society, cannot ignore empath healing because it is crucial not
only for keeping them productive but also to prevent them from turning toxic for the
community.The Feeling of Loneliness and AlienationIt can also begin to happen with empaths.
Empaths never feel at home to a great extent. They are living in a world of 8 billion people, and
yet they find very few like them. Empaths quickly begin to feel like misfits when they can’t do
simple things and adopt typical behavior like others.Going out in crowded places, partying like
others, socializing and mixing with groups, and several other things like these are standard
norms. In youngsters, it is even the expected behavior. But empaths will never find it
comfortable to do these due to an excessive drain on their energy levels. Thus begins the
process of alienation.Living a lonely life is not a pleasant experience for most people in this
world. It is incredibly unpleasant when you are living among others and yet have no one to call
as a real companion.Most empaths struggle with this problem as expecting others to
understand what they are feeling doesn’t work very well.The feeling of loneliness and longing
to feel loved can take a toll on the energy levels of an empath. The empath may begin to feel
even more reserved and sad.Empath healing can help an empath recover and open up to the
world. When an empath is full of positivity and energy, it becomes even more helpful in finding
love and making suitable adjustments.A Feeling of Extreme ExhaustionThere are several
occasions in the life of every empath when there is no energy to venture out. You only want to
stay hidden in your cove and prevent any exposure. It happens with every empath.You may
have slept well and may not have moved a muscle for some time, yet you’d feel like every
muscle in your body is in pain. It will happen several times in your lifetime.The physical
exhaustion of this kind that empaths feel isn’t physical at all. It is their soul aching for some
energy and replenishment.Empaths are continuously absorbing energies, feelings, and
emotions of people around them. Absorbing negative vibes and emotions of people present in
the vicinity has a profound impact on the energy levels of the empaths and also their souls.
They may need some respite to allow their souls to recover from the strain.Empath healing is
beneficial in helping empaths recover from the exhaustion. Some empath may feel like they are
only exhausted, and the things may heal on their own. However, that’s living in a utopian
dream. With enough rest and alone time, some energy replenishment will take place, but they
may not be able to feel enthusiastic and energetic as before. They’ll keep feeling exhausted
very too often and may need breaks longer than before.They must understand that it isn’t their
body but the soul that needs rest and healing. The sooner they begin to work on healing
themselves on the energy level, the faster they’ll be able to feel more productive and



energized.Filled with Negativity and Unproductive EmotionsBesides the fact that empaths have
a lot of positive healing energy, they are also human beings with raw emotions of jealousy,
hate, anger, resentment, etc.It isn’t uncommon for empaths to begin feeling jealous,
contemptuous, angry, stressed, and anxious. These are the raw emotions that we all have.
Empaths have a massive reservoir of positive energy, and hence they can keep these
emotions under the surface.However, if the empath is already low on energy or feeling
exhausted and drained, it is not uncommon for these negative sentiments to take over
empaths.Empaths may also exhibit emotions like jealousy when they feel exploited and see
others enjoying life at their expense. Watching others thrive in the abusive as well as highly
competitive cut-throat competition can even fill them with contempt.Empaths must try to stay
away from such environments because such settings can have a toll on their personality and
energy levels. Empath Healing Is SimpleEmpath healing is not a very complicated science to
understand or doesn’t even require elaborate preparation and setting. There are scientific and
straightforward ways to allow your inner energies to heal that come under empath
healing.Losing focus and feeling ungrounded and unsettled are common malice from which
most empaths struggle most of their lives. Even the empaths practicing empath healing are not
immune to these. Empaths tend to feel overstimulated even from minor incidents. Situations
that most people may easily ignore may have a profound impact on the hearts and minds of
empaths. Various grounding techniques in empath healing can help empaths feel grounded
and centered. They’d be able to exercise better control over their thoughts and emotions.
Proper rest and sleep can only be possible in this state.Keeping the mind centered is another
challenge for most empaths. Their thoughts are usually a whirlpool, and there is a continuous
churning. It may pose a problem for empaths as they are not able to keep their mind focused
on matters of great importance and remain engaged with minor issues. Empath healing
techniques like practicing mindfulness in life can help them in gaining better focus and
perspective. They’ll be able to look at life with a more refined lense that’s not easily clouded by
the repetitive thoughts of the past or their references. They can look at things from new
reference points.The biggest challenge with empaths is to unload the weight they carry on their
chests and mind. The negative feelings, emotions, pain, and suffering that they absorb has
consequences on their mental and emotional health. Not being able to get over these very
often can lead to depression and anxiety. It is also the most significant cause of exhaustion and
restlessness in empaths. Empath healing can help you process all the negative vibes, feelings,
and emotions with ease. You’ll be able to become efficient in this processing, and hence your
downtime would be shorter, and you’ll be able to venture out and mix with people with fewer
inhibitions.This book will help you understand the aspects of Empath healing that are easy to
follow and effective. Most empaths are usually running after the best and most effective way to
heal but are unable to practice them with any distinction and fall prey to energy lapses.This
book will help you understand and follow the actionable steps that you can follow with greater
ease.Chapter 2: What Does It Mean to Be An Empath?For ordinary people and surprisingly
enough even to most empaths, being an empath is an enigma.When you try to look at empath
as an empowered being, you seem to ignore the struggles an empath has to face every waking
moment of their lives, and even when they are asleep. Therefore, forming an outlook that
empaths are empowered beings and have it all happening their way in life is an obstructed
view.If you are an empath yourself and your personal experience of life as an empath has been
full of struggles, and you fail to acknowledge any power or greatness, even you have a myopic
vision. Your mind is so focused on your problems and struggles that you are unable to see the
big picture and the role you can play in the scheme of things.Although it is valid for almost



anyone, there can be nothing closer to the truth that being an empath is a shade of grey and
nothing white or black.An empath is a highly sensitive individual with a personality resembling
a sponge. An empath cannot help but absorb pain, sufferings, feelings, and emotions of people
around and feel them within. An empath shares the joy and sorrows of the world without active
participation in any.Empaths are highly sensitive people that do not even have filters placed on
them. They will feel what others are feeling and experience them at the same intensity levels.
This the most significant reason why being an empath can be a constant struggle. Empaths
have to feel emotions like sorrow, pain, grief, and contempt without having any backing of
experience.They can quickly begin feeling overstimulated, and that can drain them of all their
energy, enthusiasm, vigor, and vitality very fast.Overexposure to EmotionsAs you already
know, empaths are highly sensitive people with a tendency to absorb the feelings and
emotions of others. Consider the story of Midas Touch. All he ever wanted was gold. There
couldn’t have been a more significant boon than to be able to turn anything into gold. One day
he got the boon, but there was a rider or a condition. The boon was good for everything he
touched, and there were going to be no exceptions. Midas could neither have anything to eat or
drink nor hug or hold anyone he loved.He touched his beloved daughter out of love, and she
turned to gold. The same happened with his food and drink. Was that anymore a boon for him?
Similar is the case of empaths. It is incredible if you can know and feel what others feel. This
world is full of deceptive people. People usually try to present them differently than they are.
Having the power to know their feelings and emotions can work wonders.However, this is just
one side of the story. As an empath, you can never be selective. You act as an emotional
sponge. If you are in a room with five people in severe pain, you will feel the intensity of pain
they are experiencing. It means that while you may be able to get helpful insights from your
intuitive power, you will also experience pain that will have nothing to do with you.It can be
overwhelming for anyone. Imagine feeling sorrow, pain, grief, resentment, and other such
emotions while you have no reason to be sad. These emotions don’t only come as a
reactionary feeling generated in empathy. Most are not even able to differentiate whether the
emotion they are feeling is theirs of someone else’s.Being an empath means being a sandbox
of emotions. You may be in a perfect setting to propose to your girlfriend when you get hit with
intense feelings of grief. It is a possibility that you can never rule out or at least variations of
it.Therefore, besides the fact what you may have heard about empaths, this is a part that most
empaths are never able to handle correctly. As a result, they face severe anxiety issues,
restlessness, and even depression.Understanding the correct ways to reinforce your energy
fields, keeping yourself grounded, the proper distinction between your feelings and the feelings
of others, and various other empath healing techniques can help you in dealing with this issue
to a great extent. Fear of Crowded PlacesStage fright and fear of public speaking is a common
issue that many people face. Some are introverts, and they fear mixing with crowds as it is
against their nature of keeping to themselves. Some people suffer from various anxiety
disorders, notably social anxiety disorder, in which the victims are fearful of meeting with
people. However, the common problem they have is that they fear mixing or interacting with too
many people as that can force them to come out of their comfort zones.An empath, on the
other hand, necessarily may not be an introvert. An empath may be an extrovert and steal fear
crowds. It may sound contradictory, but it isn’t. An empath doesn’t fear interaction but the
emotional overload.Empaths are highly sensitive beings, and they usually absorb the emotions
of people around them. Going in a crowd exposes them to the feelings of people present. A
high number of people may mean a greater variety of emotions that may get picked. It is a
reason empaths prevent going to crowded places.It makes things challenging for empaths.



Being an empath doesn’t mean you can survive by living under a rock. Going out in public to
get an education, earn money, and fulfill your social duty is a responsibility. It increases the risk
of exposure to crowds several fold, and hence the emotional overload will increase
automatically.As an empath, besides other things, you also need to learn to cope with such
situations. You have no option than to learn to differentiate between your emotions as well as
the emotions you pick from others.Even that can’t guarantee prevention from exhaustion.
Empath healing techniques help you learn ways to overcome this effect quickly and
effectively.Difficulty in Forming Strong RelationshipsRelationships are an exchange. Stronger
relationships have a fair transaction of emotions and feelings. You give love and attention, and
you get the same from your partner.

Empath Healing for Beginners: 2 Books in 1: Survival Guide for Highly Sensitive People.
Improve Your Empathy Skills, Overcome Fear, Increase Self-Esteem, and Develop Emotional
Intelligence

The book by Chautona Havig has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 79 people have provided feedback.
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